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Disclaimer
The information contained herein has been prepared by VinaCapital Limited (the “Company") and is subject to updating, completion, revision,
further verification and amendment without notice.
The information contained herein has not been approved by any listing authority or any investment regulator. The information does not constitute
or form part of any offer for sale or solicitation of any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities nor shall they or any part of them form the basis
of or be relied on in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into, any contract or commitment whatsoever. Forward‐looking
information is based on the estimates and opinions of the Company's at the time the statements are made. The Company assumes no obligation to
confirm or update forward‐looking statements should circumstances or management's estimates or opinions change.
No undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Group or any of its
directors, officers, partners, employees, agents or advisers or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions
contained herein and no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of them for any such information or opinions or for any errors, omissions,
misstatements, negligence or otherwise for any other communication written or otherwise.
The information herein may not be reproduced, re‐distributed or passed to any other person or published in whole or in part for any purpose. By
accepting receipt of this document, you agree to be bound by the limitations and restrictions set out above.
Neither these pages nor any copy of them may be taken or transmitted into or distributed in any jurisdiction where the distribution of such
material would be prohibited under the jurisdiction’s applicable securities laws. Any failure to comply with this restriction may constitute a
violation of national securities laws.
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Vietnam’s equity markets – last 12 months
• HoSE index down 28.3% in past 12 months:
– Biggest drop in Q4‐2009.
– Market has drifted sideways in 2010.
• Asia and other ASEAN markets have had
stellar runs:
– TIP markets returned 35.3% to 47.0%.
• Underperformance was particularly
pronounced vs. ASEAN? Why?
– Vietnam's weaker external position,
worries over growth bias in Govt policy.
– Progressive VND depreciations (5
instances over 2 years).
– Tight liquidity in first 9 months of 2010.
– Direction of upcoming Party congress.
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Macro synopsis
• If policy growth bias remains
– We can expect 7‐8% GDP growth over
several years.
– Inflationary pressures remain, given 25%
credit growth. VN’s new normal is 7‐9%.
– Gray market pressure will remain on the
VND.

• Risk scenario
– VND follows NDF indicator’s, if real interest
rates are kept low, as inflation rises in 4Q‐1Q.
– Then aggressive rate increases would be
needed to attract savings back into the VND.
Resulting deleveraging would crowd out
economic activity, harming earnings growth.

• Alternative
– Nominally higher rates, progress on inflation,
lower trade deficit and shifting focus onto
non export sources of economy.

Key Indicators
Real GDP Growth
Inflation
VND/USD (SBV)
Fx Reserves (USDbn)

2009A
5.3%
23.0%
18,500
15.2

2010E
6.8%
9.0%
20,000
16.2

2011E
7.5%
8.0%
21,000
18.0

Exports (USDbn)

56.6

67.0

77.0

Imports (USDbn)
Trade Deficit (USDbn)
FDI Commitment (USDbn)
FDI Disbursed (USDbn)
Credit Expanssion (%)
Budget Deficit/GDP (%)
Public Debt/GDP (%)

68.8

81.5
14.5
20.0
11.5
25.0
6.7%
55.7%

89.5
12.5
25.0
12.5
20.0
6.2%
57.0%

12.2
21.48
10.0
37.7
6.9%
52.6%

The policy choices the incoming administration
makes in next 6 months will be crucial.
Vietnam could be a much more balanced
growth story that would be unique in ASEAN
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Non‐oil exports continue to grow
Non‐oil exports have grown by USD1.5bn over last 12 months

Gains despite weak external demand in OECD countries. Electronics and footwear have been
particularly strong contributors.
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Regional valuations and portfolio flows
• Asia and Emerging Markets are still
attractive:
– Mid‐teen PEs and 2.5x P/B reflect mid‐
cycle and a benign growth environment.
– TIP valuations are high, but so are
growth expectations for these markets.
• Vietnam valuations have de‐linked from
Asian peers:
– Ratios are half of TIP countries, and a
third lower than China.
• Portfolio flows have recovered, still lag
– YoY institutional net buying is up 9.4x.
– Gross buys of USD1.38bn pales vs. TIP.
– VN needs more listed ‘blue chips’.
– Foreign limits remain a major issue. An
NVDR program needs to be considered.

VN market is cheap, and institutional investors
have been busy bargain hunting
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VN Index performance, valuations and ROE trends
Equities consistently deliver ROEs in excess of 20‐25%, despite volatile asset markets.

The Vietnamese market currently demonstrates value characteristics.
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Foreign portfolio trends last 12 months (HoSE)
Foreign investors have been sustained net buyers over the last 12 months

Foreign gross purchases have accelerated in recent months, recently averaging close to USD20m/day.
The FTSE Vietnam ETF has also seen shares outstanding rise to 6.9m from 3.5m this time last year.
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Earnings outlook – Vietnamese equities
We see sustained earnings growth in excess of 25% in our favoured stocks.

Strong multi‐year CAGRs across small to large‐cap stocks. Top sectors are consumer (food), retail, energy
and soft commodities (rubber). Power firms and seafood processors lag on growth but valuations look
attractive notwithstanding.
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Vinamilk (VNM)

Target price: VND102,138/share

• VNM is the leading dairy brand and producer in Vietnam’s
fast growing dairy market (37.0% market share).
• The group has a nationwide footprint, diversified product
mix.
• Very high ROE (30%), with a 3‐yr earnings CAGR of 28% and a
dividend yield over 6.7%.
• VNM is cash rich (VND1.9‐2.4tn generated annually) which
can support both higher dividends and intensive capex for
future expansion.
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Phuoc Hoa Rubber (PHR)

Target price: VND46,530/share

• Largest listed rubber company in terms of mkt. cap. and
plantation acreage under management (14,524ha)
• Aggressive expansion plans with 5 new plantations
(proportionate interest equiv. 83.4% of the current acreage)
• Cyclical exposure to rubber prices, FCFF ranges VND362.4 to
419.7bn and dividend yield of 5.3%over FY10E‐13E.
• Non‐core investment of VND423.7bn at 1H10A. Including
industrial zone, hydro power, as well as stocks and bonds.
• Vietnam Rubber Group influence is very strong
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Phu Nhuan Jewelry (PNJ)

Target price: VND48,727/share

• PNJ is the only mass‐production jeweler in Vietnam,
accounting for 50‐80% of gold and jewelry market.
• Retail channel taps enormous VN retail growth potential.
Jewelry is almost 20% of total gold demand in Vietnam.
• EPS growth estimate at 21.7% CAGR (FY09A‐12E). Gross
margin expansion 5.6‐8.4% by FY12E given focus on silver
and designer jewelry going forward.
• Risks: PNJ maintains significant non‐core investments which
may distract management over time.
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VinaSecurities – Summary
• Macro concerns are ‘priced in’ – inflation, budget and trade deficits, currency, foreign
exchange reserves.
– BOP crisis is unlikely, given most imports are tied to exports, and semi‐closed capital account.
– FDI will surprise on the upside (labor cost advantages) and VN’s attractive consumption story.

• Given an earnings growth outlook, Vietnam is 33‐50% cheaper than ASEAN peers.
– Stock prices and earnings growth are highly correlated over the medium term. Earnings visibility for
2011 will become clear over Q4‐10, as management issues 2011 guidance.
– We are at 10.0x FY10E earnings and 1.9x book value at end Q3‐10. A normal PE for Vietnam should
be at least 15.0x earnings and 3.0x book, given ROEs of 25%.
– Vietnamese companies continue to produce good earnings growth, now from operations and not
non‐core investments. VinaSecurities research bears this out.

• New administration after Party Congress in January 2011 will focus on:
– Continued economic reform and SOE equitisations and asset sales. A focus on high quality economic
growth, inflation control, job creation and infrastructure improvement. Boosting exports, attracting
FDI, improving FX reserves and reform in the financial services sector.

• I am bullish for 2012, although Q4‐10 and Q1‐11 will continue to be tough.
– Risks: Soft commodity price surge, double dip across OECD, currency war
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VinaSecurities – Moving forward with Macquarie
• Comprehensive cooperation agreement
signed with Macquarie Group.
• VinaSecurities welcomes Dr George Lam as
Chairman designate:
– Chairman Macquarie Capital Advisors (HK).
– Chairman HK‐Vietnam Chamber of
Commerce.

• 2011 will see the launch of co‐branded
research distributed worldwide:
– A huge opportunity for corporate Vietnam to
show itself to a global investor pool.

• Partnership on inbound‐outbound
corporate finance:
– Equity and debt capital markets.
– Vietnamese corporates will have access to
Macquarie’s substantial expertise.
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VinaSecurities
5th Floor, Sun Wah Tower
115 Nguyen Hue, District 1, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
P: (84 8) 3827 8278 F: (84 8) 3827 8368
Email: sales@vinasecurities.com
Website: www.vinasecurities.com
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